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In this paper we deal with a stochastic project network and consider the impact of activity delay to maximize the expected present 
value of a project. It is shown that in certain situations, delaying the onset of an activity from its earliest start time can indeed 
increase the present value of a project due to the postponing of associated negative cash flows. Furthermore, a project that could 
otherwise be rejected (negative expected present value) may become profitable (positive expected present value) due to delay. We 
demonstrate that even activities on the critical path, as determined by each activity's expected duration, may be profitably delayed. 
Optimal and approximate procedures are developed to determine the amount of delay of the various activities. 
A common thread in many projects is the uncertainty of their duration and the stochastic nature of the 
various activities comprising these projects. For a wide 
class of projects, including R & D and product develop-
ment, each activity is associated with a negative cash flow, 
with a large positive cash flow occurring upon completion 
of the project. Consequently, uncertainty about the com-
pletion times of activities, and that of the entire project, 
can be of great significance to the present value of such 
projects. In this paper we determine the optimal amount 
of activities' delay, beyond their earliest start times, in a 
stochastic project network so as to maximize the expected 
present value (EPV) of the project. Closed-form expres-
sions are developed for EPV with and without delay under 
the assumption that activity durations are independent ex-
ponential random variables. We then maximize EPV with 
respect to the amount of delay, using both optimal and 
heuristic approaches. Finally, we test the robustness of our 
results by simulating projects having symmetric and asym-
metric Beta probability distributions. 
Previous research on the problem of maximizing 
projects' present value assumed deterministic activity dura-
tions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper 
to consider maximizing projects' EPV with stochastic activity 
durations. Some of the researchers on the deterministic prob-
lem have focused on maximizing net present value (NPV) 
without resource or capital constraints, including Russell 
(1970), Grinold (1972), Elmaghraby and Herroelen (1990), 
and Rosenblatt and Roll (1986). Others have incorporated 
resource and/or capital constraints into their model. Opti-
mal procedures for the constrained problem involve 
mixed-integer and binary programs, see Elmaghraby 
(1977), Doersch and Patterson (1977), Smith-Daniels and 
Smith-Daniels (1987), Smith-Daniels and Aquilano (1987), 
Patterson et al. (1989), Patterson et al. (1990), Tavares 
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(1990), and Yang et al. (1992). Finally, some researchers 
have utilized heuristic approaches for the constrained 
problem; see Russell (1986), Baroum and Patterson 
(1989), and Padman and Smith-Daniels (1993). 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 1, in order to gain insight into this complex prob-
lem, we analyze a simple stochastic project network con-
sisting of two activities in parallel and illustrate the 
benefits of delay. In Section 2 we determine the expected 
present value of a general stochastic project network with-
out delay using a Markovian model along the lines of 
Kulkarni and Adlakha (1986). In Section 3 we determine 
the expected present value of a project with delay. In 
Section 4, optimal and heuristic approaches to determining 
activities' delay are provided. This is followed in Section 5 
with two examples comprising 5 and 25 activity networks. 
The robustness of our approach is demonstrated in Section 
6 using a Monte Carlo simulation study. Finally, some 
suggestions for further research are provided. 
1. ANALYSIS OF A TWO-ACTIVITY PROJECT 
NETWORK 
1.1. Effects of Delaying an Activity 
Consider the network in Figure 1 and assume activity i has 
duration T, exponentially distributed with rate µ;, so that 
E[T;] = 1/µ; and Var[T;) = 1/µ?-, (i = 1, 2). Upon completion 
of activity i, a cost of v, is incurred, and upon completion of 
the project, revenue R is received. Clearly, for the project 
to be profitable, we must have R > v1 + v2, and we will 
henceforth make this assumption. The objective is to max-
imize the EPV of the project, using continuous discount-
ing, with a discount rate of r per unit time. The decision 
variables are the (deterministic) delay of the onset of the 
activities. Delaying an activity postpones the negative cash 
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11µ 1 =2 months 
v1 = $2600 
1/µ2 = 20 months 
v2 =$10,00 
Figure 1. A two activity network. 
R=$30,000 
flow associated with that activity, and therefore tends to 
increase EPV. However, since this may postpone the 
project completion, it must be traded off against the delay 
of the receipt of the positive cash flow R, which reduces 
EPV. 
For this simple example, it is quite intuitive that we 
should not delay the onset of both activities (providing that 
the project is to be done at all). Therefore, without loss of 
generality, we will only consider the case in which only 
activity 1 is a potential candidate for delay. The EPV of 
the project with activity 1 delayed by d time units can be 
found directly: 
TI i(d) = E[ -vie -r(T1 + d) _ vze -rT2 +Re -r((T, + d) v Ti)] 
_ (R - V1)µ1 -rd+ µz (R -(r+u2)d ) 
- e --- e r - Vz 
r + µi r + µz 
_ R(µ1 + µz) e -(r + µ2)d 
r + µ1 + µz · (1) 
We can use (1) to determine the optimal delay of activity 1 
by solving aTI 1(d)/ad = 0 (see below). Note that a project 
with a negative EPV will always be dominated by an iden-
tical project delayed indefinitely; that is, the firm will pre-
fer not to do the project at all. Thus, we shall henceforth 
assume that I11(d) > 0 for some d ~ 0. Finally, when r = 
0, the EPV of the project is independent of the delay d 
and is, as expected, R - vi - v2• 
1.2. Example 1 
Consider again the two-activity project as shown in Figure 
1, with parameters: 1/ µ 1 = 2 months, 1/ µ 2 = 20 months, 
v1 = $15,000, v2 = $10,000, R = $30,000, and r = 0.01 
per month. If the activities are deterministic, then the 
NPV for the early-start (ES) schedule is $1671.63, whereas 
the NPV of the late-start (LS) schedule is $4093.65. How-
ever, if the activities' durations are independent and expo-
nentially distributed, then using (1), we have EPV = 
$1908.26 for no delay (early start), and EPV = $2536.61 
when activity 1 is delayed by d~ = 12. (See (3) for the 
closed form solution of the optimal delay.) Note that in 
the deterministic case, activity 1 is delayed by 18 months 
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(which is the amount of free slack), whereas in the stochas-
tic case, it is delayed by only 12 months. We can consider 
this difference of six months as a kind of "safety lead time" 
that takes the uncertainty of activities' completion time 
into account. 
If the cost of activity 1 is increased to $17 ,400, then for 
the deterministic case the present values are -$680.84 
for the ES (no delay) schedule and $2128.70 for the LS 
(late start) schedule. For the stochastic case, we have 
EPV = -$444.68 (no delay) and $484.51 for the optimal 
delay (d~ = 15.5 months). Thus, we see that for both 
deterministic and stochastic projects, delay can be used to 
make an unattractive project attractive. Note, however, 
that in this case the amount of improvement is substan-
tially less for the stochastic network. 
Another example of the difference between the deter-
ministic and stochastic versions of the network appears 
when the cost of activity 1 is decreased to $2600. For the 
deterministic network, the optimal delay is still the LS 
schedule, whereas the optimal delay in the stochastic net-
work is 0. To see this, observe that for these parameters, 
we have aTI1(d)/ad = 267.857e-0 06d - 268.627e-0 Old < 
-0.77e-0·06d < 0. Thus, TI1(d) is decreasing ind, so activ-
ity 1 should begin at the earliest possible time, that is, at 
the start of the project. 
Finally, observe that in the stochastic case for v1 > 
17,979.64, no value of delay will result in a positive EPV. 
The "break-even point" for delaying activity 1 in this case 
is at v1 = $2678.57-for smaller values of v1, there should 
be no delay, while for larger values of v1 (up to 
$17 ,979 .64 ), EPV is increased by delaying activity 1. On 
the other hand, for the deterministic network, as long as 
v1 < 20,000, then using LS, the project will have positive 
NPV. Thus, for costs 17,979.64 < v1 < 20,000, the "deter-
ministic" network should be accepted, but the "stochastic" 
network should not. 
1.3. Analysis and Properties 
We now determine the optimal delay of activities for the 
two-activity network with general parameters. 
Property 1. For the two-activity project network with expo-
nentially distributed activity durations, activity 1 should be 
delayed iff 
R < V1 ( 1 + r :;1 ), (2) 
and the optimal delay d* is given by 
d* = _ _l_ lo ((R - vi)(r + µ1 + µz)) > 0. 
µz g R(r + µ1) (3) 
Thus, activity 1 should be delayed only if the project 
revenue is not too large relative to the cost of activity 1. In 
that case, the benefits associated with delaying the nega-
tive cash flow v1 more than offset the loss associated with 
the resulting expected delay of the positive cash flow R. 
The cost of the second activity does not enter into the 
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Table I 
Optimal Delays for the Two-activity Network 
( r + /.Lz) R;;,,v2 l+-µ:;- ( r + /.L2) R < v2 1 + --µ:;---
( 
r+ µ 1 ) R;;,,v1 1 +----µ;-
d~ = 0 
d 2 = - - log --------/.L1 R(r + µz) 
* 1 ((R - vz)(r + /.L1 + µz)) 
( 
r + µ 1 ) R<v1 1 +----µ;-
* _ 1 ((R - v1 )(r + /.L1 + µz)) d 1 - - - log --------/.L2 R(r + /.L1) 
decision, since delaying activity 1 does not affect the 
present value component associated with the cost of activ-
ity 2. 
By symmetry, we find that the optimal delay for activity 
2 is 
d * _ 1 1 ( (R - vz)(r + µ1 + µ 2)) z - -- og 
/J,1 R(r+µz) ' (4) 
and is positive, providing 
( r + µz) R < vz 1 + ----µ;- . (5) 
We summarize the delay decision for this two-activity net-
work in Table I. The lower right box in Table I is empty 
because it is not optimal to delay both activities, as dis-
cussed above. 
Finally, we provide the following property for determin-
ing which activity should be delayed. Note that this prop-
erty is somewhat analogous to the weighted shortest 
processing time (WSPT) in the scheduling literature (see, 
for example, Baker 1974). 
Property 2. If v2µ 2 < v1µ1' then activity 2 should not be 
delayed. If the inequality is reversed, activity 1 should not 
be delayed. If v2µ 2 = v1µ 1, then neither activity should be 
delayed. 
An implication of Property 2 is that it is not sufficient to 
only consider the mean activity durations, but that the rela-
tive costs must be taken into account as well. For example, 
it may be optimal to delay the activity with the larger mean 
duration. If in the above example we let v1 = $15,000 and 
1/µ1 = 21 months, then aII1(d1)/ad1 = 132.743e-0 ·06d 1 -
123.967e-001d 1 > 0, and indeed dr = 1.4 months. Thus, 
even though the expected duration of activity 1 is greater 
than that of activity 2, activity 1 should be delayed. In 
contrast, for the deterministic network activity 2 is delayed 
by 1 month. 
It is difficult to extend the method we have used to 
determine the EPV of the two-activity project and the 
optimal amount of delay to larger and more complex 
projects. In the following sections we provide an analytic 
framework for obtaining the optimal delay for larger activ-
ity networks. 
2. THE EXPECTED PRESENT VALUE OF A 
PROJECT WITHOUT DELAY 
2.1. Markov Project Network (MPN) 
The underlying process we utilize is the Markov Project 
Network (MPN) presented in Kulkarni and Adlakha. Us-
ing their notation, the activity network is a directed acyclic 
graph G = (V, A), where V = { v1, ••• , vm} the set of nodes 
and A = {a1, ... , an} the set of edges. The edges of the 
graph represent the project's activities, and the project 
network is assumed, without loss of generality, to have a 
single source and a single sink. Activity durations are as-
sumed to be independent exponential random variables 
with known parameters. Other researchers who have used 
the exponential distribution for project activities include, 
among others, Charnes et al. (1964), Sigal et al. (1979), 
and Fischer et al. (1985). 
For each edge a EA, let f3(a) be its ending node; we 
allow the possibility that two distinct activities may have 
the same starting and ending nodes. For each node v E V, 
let I( v) be the set of all edges ending at node v and 0( v) 
the set of all edges emanating from node v. 
The states of the MPN are described by activities that 
are either "active"-activities that are currently being pro-
cessed-or "dormant"-activities that are completed, but 
there is at least one uncompleted activity that has the same 
ending node. A dormant activity is indicated by an asterisk. 
The state of the MPN at time t consists of all active and 
dormant activities at that time. There is an additional state 
cf> which denotes the completion of the project. The initial 
state of the project, denoted i0 , consists of all activities 
emanating from the source node. Each active activity j in a 
state i is being completed at rate µJ' and a state change 
occurs when the first active activity in i is completed. De-
note the new state of the MPN when activity j of state i is 
completed, by a(i, j). There are three possible ways in 
which a(i, j) is related to i; let v = f3(j) denote the ending 
node of an activity j E i that has just been completed. 
First, if there are still uncompleted activities ending in 
f3(j), then the new state is simply i with activity j now 
dormant. Thus, for this case the new state is a(i, j) = i\{j} 
U {j*} (recall that an asterisk(*) on an activity indicates it 
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is dormant). Second, if all other activities ending in v had 
also been completed (they were in a dormant state), then 
the new state is obtained by removing activity j together with 
all activities k*, with f3(k) = v, from i, and adding to i all 
activities which emanate from node v. Thus, the new state 
in this case is <r(i, j) = i\{k*: f3(k) = v} U 0( v). Finally, if 
all activities are completed then the project itself is com-
pleted, and <r(i, j) = <f>. The process described above is a 
continuous time Markov chain with a single absorbing 
state <f> (see Kulkarni and Adlaka), and can thus be de-
scribed in terms of its infinitesimal generator Q, a square 
matrix with rows and columns indexed by the states of the 
MPN. The ik-th term of Q is given by 
k = <r(i, j) for j E i, 
k = i, 
otherwise, 
(6) 
where L1E, in (6) is over all active activities in state i. If 
states are judiciously ordered, then the matrix Q is upper-
triangular (see Kulkarni and Adlakha). The infinitesimal 
generator for a Markov process is related to the transition 
matrix P(t) by the relationship P(t) = eQt (see Heyman 
and Sobel 1982, p. 296). 
2.2. Determining the Expected Present 
Value of a Project 
In general, the processing of activities consumes resources, 
and consequently the cash flow associated with an activity's 
completion should be negative. On the other hand, the com-
pletion of the entire project generally invokes a positive 
cash flow associated with the payment for the project. We 
assume that the cash flow associated with an activity occurs 
upon the completion of that activity (we will later relax this 
assumption to take more general types of cash flows into 
account, including progress payments). To incorporate 
these cash flows into the MPN model, we associate a cash 
flow of F;k with the change from state i to state k. Note 
that the costs associated with the activities are identified 
with the edges of the MPN graph, while the revenue at the 
completion of the project is associated with a node. As we 
show later, our model can incorporate more complicated 
patterns of cash flow, including cash flows on some or all 
nodes (e.g., progress payments). Furthermore, our model 
can accommodate the situation in which the value of the 
cash flow associated with the completion of an activity 
depends on the set of activities which have already been 
completed. With some modification our model can deal 
with cases where the cash flow of an activity depends on its 
duration (see Elmaghraby 1990). However, in this paper 
we assume that the cash flows are independent of activity 
duration. Observe that F,k can be either positive or nega-
tive. The following theorem gives the expected present 
value of a MPN with cash flows F;k as defined above. 
Theorem 1. Let {X(t)} be a continuous time Markov chain 
with finite state space and infinitesimal generator Q. Let 
nominal cash flows of F,k occur whenever the state of 
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{X(t)} changes from i to k, and let the discount rate be r. 
Let PV, be the expected present value of the cash flows 
conditional on X(O) = i, and let PV be the vector of ex-
pected present values indexed by the states of the MPN. 
Then PV is given by 
PV = (r/ - Q) -if, (7) 
Proof. Let Ti be the time of the first state change from i, 
X1 = X(T1) be the new state, and let Yk be the (random) 
present value of all cash flows subsequent to state k, dis-
counted to the time at which state k occurred (so that PVk 
= E[YkjX(O) = k]). Then the expected present value con-
ditional on the initial state being i is 
PV, = E[e -rT, (F,x, + Y x, )/X(O) = i], (8) 
since Y, = e -rT1(F rX
1 
+ YxJ By the strong Markov prop-
erty, and the conditional independence of Ti and X1 given 
X(O) = i, we have 
PV, = E[e-'r'IX(O) = i]E[(F,x, + Yx, )iX(O) = i]. (9) 
Using the fact that [Ti/X(O) = i] is an exponential random 
variable with parameter -Q,,, 
-Qll " ( Q,k) PV, = --- L; (F,k + PVk) - - . 
r - Qu ki'1 Q,, (10) 
In (10) we have used the fact that the probability of going 
from state i to state k in the first transition is -Q;k!Qw 
Hence, 
rPV, - 2: PVkQ,k = L F,kQ,k = f,. 
k ki'1 
In matrix form, (11) can be written 
(rl - Q)PV = f. 
Since r/ - Q is invertible, (7) follows. O 
(11) 
(12) 
To apply Theorem 1, we need to relate the costs and 
revenue of the project to the cash flows F,k· Let ~ be the 
(nominal) cost incurred by activity j upon completion and 
let R be the (nominal) payment for the project, received 
only when the entire project is completed. Then, recalling 
that <r(i, j) is the state that results when activity j E i is 
completed, we can define F,k by: 
if k = <r(i, j) * cf>, 
ifk=<r(i,j)=<f>. (13) 
That is, the cash flow when activity j is completed first is 
either the cost of activity j, if the project is not yet com-
plete, or the revenue for the project minus the cost of 
activity j, if the project is complete. Observe that we do 
not exclude the possibility that ~ < 0, that is, the activity 
incurs a positive cash flow. 
Cash flows that are incurred at the onset of an activity 
may be easily incorporated into the model by compound-
ing them to the completion of that activity. A cash flow of 
Copyright© 2001 All Rights Reserved 
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vj at the onset of activity j is equivalent (in expected value) 
to a cash flow of l) = 1JIE[e-'I'i] = (1 + r/µi)"iJ at the comple-
tion of activity j. Thus, it is immaterial whether the cash 
flows are assumed to occur at the onset or at the comple-
tion time of an activity. Assuming that all cash flows asso-
ciated with activities occur at the completion of those 
activities is therefore without loss of generality. 
Since PV is a vector indexed by all the states of the 
MPN, its interpretation requires some discussion. PV, is 
the expected discounted cash flows of all cash flows occur-
ring after state i, discounted to the time state i occurs, and 
PV,
0 
is the expected present value at the start of the project 
(recall that i0 is the initial state of the project). Therefore, 
for any state i, PV, is the expected present value of the 
project as if it had started in state i, with all cash flows 
prior to state i occurring considered sunk. The following 
property shows how PV changes with respect to cash flows 
and interest rates. 
Property 3. For each state i and activity j, If PV, > 0 for all 
i then PV, is decreasing in r and v1 and is increasing in R. 
Proof. Taking the derivative of both sides of (12) with 
respect to r, we have: 
PV + (rl - Q) a~:= O, 
and rearranging terms gives 
a~:= -(r/ - Q)- 1PV. 
(14) 
(15) 
Hence, aPV,/ar < 0 for all states i, since the terms of (rl -
Q)- 1 are all nonnegative and the diagonal elements are 
positive. Similarly, we can show that aPV;la~. < 0 and 
aPV,!aR > o. D 
Thus, increasing the discount rate decreases the ex-
pected present value. The signs of the other derivatives 
express the intuitive fact that expected present value is 
decreasing with increasing costs and increasing with in-
creasing revenues. 
2.3. Example 1 (Revisited) 
We will now apply the above results to the two-activity 
network of Figure 1. The states consist of 12, 1 *2, 12*, and 
</>; the infinitesimal generator Q is: 
12 1*2 12* </> 
12 -(µ1 + µ2) µ,1 µ,z 0 
Q= 1*2 0 - JL2 0 µ2 ' (16) 
1, 2* 0 0 - JL1 JL1 
</> 0 0 0 0 
where we have indicated the indexing states of the MPN 
for clarity. The cash flows for the project are: F12,p2 = 
-v1, F 12,12 • = -v2, F 1• 2,q, = R - v2, F12•,q, = R - v1. The 
project starts with activities 1 and 2 being processed (state 
12). Activity 1 is being completed at rate Mt> and activity 2 
at rate µz. Thus, if activity 1 is completed first, the next 
state is 1 *2 (since {:l(l) = {3(2), activity 1 becomes dor-
mant). From state 1 *2, the MPN is moving to state cf> at 
rate µ 2, etc. Using Expression (16), it easily follows that: 
rl _ Q = 0 r + J.Lz 0 
(
r + µ1 + J.L2 -µ1 -µ2 
0 O r + µ1 
0 0 0 
Inverting rl - Q and using (7), we have 
PV= 
(R - vi)µ,1 (R - v2)µ,z R(µ,1 + µ,z) 
----- + - --'----'----
r + µ, 1 r + µ2 r + µ1 + µz 
(R - v2)J.L2 
r + µ2 
(R - vi)µ,1 
r + µ1 
0 (17) 
The first element of PV in (17), corresponding to state 
i0 = 12, is identical to Equation (1) with d = 0, which we 
had directly obtained. Furthermore, the second element of 
PV (corresponding to the completion of activity 1) gives the 
expected present value of the remainder of the project from 
state 1 *2. The interpretation, as discussed above, is that all 
previous cash flows (in this case, -v1 when activity 1 has 
been completed) are considered sunk, and the remainder 
of the project is treated as if it were the entire project. 
2.4. Additional Types of Cash Flows That 
Can be Modeled 
The generality of Theorem 1 allows one to incorporate 
cash flows associated with any set of activities or nodes 
into our model. Cash flows on nodes, therefore, can be 
viewed as a special case of our generalized approach. In 
each case we can apply Theorem 1 by simply identifying 
the values of F,k, the cash flow that occurs when the MPN 
changes from state i to states k, and h' the elements of the 
vector fin (7). Identifying cash flows with changes in states 
(i.e., completion of sets of activities), rather than only with 
event nodes (as is typical in the literature) allows for much 
more generality and flexibility in modeling. 
Most of the papers on project scheduling with the NPV 
criterion have only considered cash flows on nodes-see, 
for example, Russell (1970), Russell (1986), or 
Elmaghraby and Herroelen. If cash flows in practice are 
tied to activities, then dummy nodes and dummy activities 
must be added to the model. In our model, however, we 
can incorporate cash flows on both activities and nodes 
without needlessly increasing the size of the problem. We 
can even consider cash flows that occur when an arbitrary 
set of activities has been completed, whether or not it 
corresponds with an actual node in the activity network, as 
we will now demonstrate. 
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As before, let k = cr(i, j) be the new state after i when 
activity j E i is completed, let {mp, p = 1, ... , s} be a 
collection of sets of activities, and let RP be the cash flow 
that occurs only when every activity in the set mp has been 
completed (i.e., the set mp is realized). Note that the 
values of RP may be positive or negative and that the comple-
tion of an activity may cause more than one set to be 
realized. We can now define F;k as: 
F,k 
if k = a(i,j) and no set in 
{mp} is realized whenj is completed, 
if k = a(i,j) and the sets 
mq are realized whenj is completed. 
(18) 
We can also use this approach to model cash flows on 
nodes: for each node s, let ms be the set of predecessor 
activities and let R, the cash flow that occurs when the 
node is realized. Then, using F;k as defined in (18) we 
obtain PV for the resulting MPN using (7). 
While we have obtained PV for an arbitrary MPN, we 
have not yet considered the impact of delaying activities on 
the expected present value. In the following section, we 
will extend our model to determine the expected present 
value when an activity is delayed. 
3. THE EXPECTED PRESENT VALUE OF A 
PROJECT WITH DELAY 
As mentioned before, the impact of activities' delay in a 
deterministic environment can be easily analyzed. For ex-
ample, in a deterministic activity network without progress 
payments (intermediate positive cash flows), an activity 
with a negative cash flow should always be delayed by the 
amount of its "free slack" (see Elmaghraby and Herroelen 
for a detailed discussion of this issue in deterministic mod-
els). However, in a stochastic environment, as we are con-
sidering, the impact of such a delay is not that 
straightforward. Even delaying slack activities (with slack 
defined by the usual CPM analysis and activity durations 
are taken at their mean values) with associated negative 
cash flow may result in delaying the completion of the 
entire project and its associated positive cash flow, which 
may result in a net decrease in present value. 
We denote by TI'(d) the vector of expected present val-
ues when activity j is delayed by d time units. Given a 
deterministic delay of an activity j, there are now nonex-
ponential times between some state changes, resulting in a 
non-Markovian system. Nevertheless, the expected present 
value (as a function of d) can be determined using infor-
mation obtained from the (nondelayed) MPN analysis of 
the previous section by dividing the project duration into 
three segments. We first identify the set of states <zl)' in 
which activity j is active, and let T'!JJ' be the first hitting time 
of <zl)'. Then, we analyze the cash flows occurring in each of 
three time segments of the project: [O, T'!/J1], [T'!IJ'• T'!JJ' + d], 
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and [ T'!JJ' + d, T q,], where T q, is the completion time of the 
project. Thus, the calculations of the present value are 
composed of three parts: (1) Determining the expected 
present value of the project until time T'!IJ'• PV1; (2) Deter-
mining the expected present value during the delay period 
d, PV1(d); (3) Determining the expected present value of 
the project after the delay period, PV1(d). Therefore, the 
expected present value of the project with delaying activity 
j by d time units is 
TI'(d) = PV' + PVj(d) + Fv1(d). (19) 
We will now discuss each part in turn. 
Part 1: [O, T'!/J1]. 
The present value of the project up to the hitting time T'!JJ' 
depends on which state in <zl)J is first entered. Let ®' be the 
set of states preceding <zl)' such that for each i E Qbi there is 
a sequence of states in ®' leading to a state in <zl)'; if the 
initial state is in <zl)i, then Qbi is empty, T'!JJ' = 0, and we can 
skip to Part 2. If Qbi is not empty, we construct an MPN 
{X'(t)} on®' U <zl)' with the states in <zl)' made absorbing, 
resulting in the following infinitesimal generator: 
(20) 
in which Q:k = Q,k> i E ®', k E ®', and S{q = Q,q, i E ®', 
q E <zl)'. The present value of the project until time T'!JJ' is 
obtained by applying (7) to {X1 (t)}, resulting in 
PV' = (rl - (l')- 1f', where 
l/ = L F,PQ'P' 
pE~'LJ'!!Ji 
p * l 
(21) 
(22) 
for i E ®'·Note that (rl - Q')- 1 is simply the submatrix 
of (rl - Q)- 1 indexed by Qbi. 
Part 2: [T'!/J1, T'!JJ1 + d]. 
To analyze the cash flows during [ T'!/Ji, T'!JJ' + d] (the period 
during which activity j is delayed), we first observe that 
only states in <zl)i can occur during this time interval. We 
construct an MPN, {X'(t)}, whose state space is <zl)' and 
run it for d time units. We denote the time that {X1(t)} 
begins as 0, which corresponds to T'!JJ' for {X(t)}, the orig-
inal MPN. Note that {X'(t)} is an MPN by the strong 
Markov property, with infinitesimal generator Q1 given by 
if i i:- k, i, k E <zl)j, 
if i = k, (23) 
and transition probability matrix P1(d), with ikth entry 
Pfk(d) = P{X1(d) = kjX1(0) = i}. (24) 
Our analysis of Xi(t) is slightly different from that of 
{X(t)}. Here, we are concerned with the cash flows over a 
deterministic time period of duration d rather than those 
until absorption in some ending state. Note that there is an 
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absorbing state for {X1(t)}, which we will denote by ir To 
determine the expected present value of the cash flows 
during this period, we perform the following calculations: 
(i) we derive the expected cash flows up until absorption 
by {X1(t)}, at time T;, and discount to time 0 of {X1(t)}; 
J (ii) we derive the expected cash flow from time d until T;, 
and discount it to time 0 of {Xi(t)}. Now, the expected 
cash flows for {X1(t)} on [O, d], discounted to time 0 of 
{X1(t)} is (i)-(ii). This value is then discounted to time 0 in 
the original MPN by premultiplying it with the discount 
matrix, TJj, as defined below in (31). 
(i) The discounted expected cash flows for {X1(t)}, dis-
counted to time 0, PV1, is given by (7) applied to {X1(t)}, 
resulting in: 
PV1 = (rI - Qj) - 171, where 





(ii) The discounted expected cash flows for {X1(t)} until 
absorption, at time d, is also given by (25). The probability 
of being in state k at time d, given that {X1(t)} started in 
state i, is P{k(d), so the expected value of the cash flows 
from d until T,, discounted to time 0 of {X1(t)}, is 
J 
e -rdpl(d)PV'. (27) 
Subtracting (27) from (25), we obtain the expected cash 
flows during the delay period, discounted to time 0 of 
{X'(t)}: 
(I - e -rdpl(d))PV'. (28) 
Finally, to obtain PV1(d), the expected cash flows during 
the delay period discounted to time 0 of the original 
project, we have: 
PVl(d) = T/l(I - e -rdP'(d))PVl, 
where rJ' is a discount matrix with ipth entry 
T/lp = E[e-"0 '; X 1(Tq;)J) = plX1(0) 
= i], i E <!fJj,p E ?JJ'. 
(29) 
(30) 
If <!ll1 = 0, then we set TJ' to be the identity matrix with 
dimensions 1~1 1 X l~'I, and PV1(d) is given by (28). If <!il1 -=I= 
0, then T/j is calculated as 
TJ' = (rI- {n- 1sj. 
Part 3: [T21J, + d, T"']. 
(31) 
Finally, we determine the expected present value of the re-
mainder of the project during [ T!2Jl1 + d, T q,], Pfli(d). The 
expected cash flows of {X(t)} discounted to time T®1 +dis 
PV®1, calculated using (7), but consisting of only those 
entries corresponding to states in ~1 • Premultiplying it by 
e-rdP1(d), as in (ii) of Part 2 above, discounts this vector to 
time T!2Jl1, and premultiplying again by the matrix T/j dis-
counts this to time 0 of the original MPN. Thus, we have 
(32) 
where PV®1 is PV restricted to states in ~j. 
Adding the expected present value during the three in-
tervals, see (19), we obtain our desired result: 
Ilj(d) = pv1 + T/1pVJ + e-'drijf'j(d)(PV'!l!, - PVj). (33) 
4. DECIDING WHICH ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE 
DELAYED 
4.1. Finding an Activity's Optimal Delay 
The activities which are candidate for delay are simply 
those for which all{/ad(O) > 0, where i0 is the initial state 
of the project, since in that case delaying activity j in-
creases the expected present value of the project. On the 
other hand, if all{/ad(O) < 0, then delaying activity j 
decreases the expected present value of the project. The 
derivative of Il1(d) can be easily determined from (33). 
Using the fact that -e-rdpj(d) = e-(rf-Ql)d, we have 
aa~1 (d) = -e-rdTJ1(rI- Ql)P'(d)(PV'!l!, -PVl). (34) 
Setting d = 0 in (34) and using (12), we have the following 
property of all!/ad(O). 
Property 4. If j E i0 , then for i E ~', 
ani 
ad' (O) = µ,1(PV; - PVuu,1> + v1). (35) 
If j 'I. i0 , then for i E rfli', 
am 
ad (0) = µ,1 2: T/fq(PVq - PVu(q.1) + v1). (36) qE'!!Jl 
Property 4 provides a convenient way of identifying 
activities which are good candidates for delay, that is those 
with all{/ad(O) > 0. Since W(d) is negative for a suffi-
ciently large d, there is a d* (possibly zero) for which 
Il{
0
(d) is a maximum (recall that state i0 is the initial 
state of the MPN). For states with all{/ad(O) > 0, there-
fore, we have d* > 0. Therefore, we can first compute 
all{/ad(O) using (35) or (36), then for each activity j 
with an{/ad(O) > 0, compute an{/ad(d) using (34), and 
find d,* by solving an{/ad(d) = 0. Finally, choose the 
activity j* for which Il{
0
(dj) is maximized. 
Recall that for Example 1 previously discussed, we 
found d* in closed form, whereas in general solving 
an{ (d)Jad = 0 in Step 2 above must be done numerically. 
Furthermore, computing P1(d) = ei21d may be a difficult 
task, since it involves the matrix exponential (see Moler 
and Van Loan 1978). In the following subsection we 
present approximate methods for the single- and multiple-
activity delay problems, which are computationally much 
easier. 
4.2. Heuristic Approaches to the Optimal Delay 
The first heuristic is based on the MacLaurin series ap-
proximation to Il'(d1), resulting in a polynomial that is 
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easily optimized. From (33) we immediately see that the 
derivatives of IJl(d) at zero are given by: 
Note that PV~1 - PV1, like PV, can be obtained using 
(upper triangular) matrix inversion. Furthermore, higher 
order derivatives involve only (upper triangular) matrix 
multiplication and hence are easy to obtain. 
For example, using (37) the second order MacLaurin 
series for EPV is easily obtained: 
Il'(O) + d a II' (0) + .!_ d2 a2IIJ (0) 
ad 2 ad 2 ' (38) 
where II1(0) = PV<;ii,1 is the nondelayed expected present 
value from (7). Thus, the approximate optimal delay of 
activity j at the initial state i0 is given by 
(39) 
A second heuristic based on a MacLaurin series approx-
imation to EPV with delay addresses the problems of de-
termining the optimal delays simultaneously. We will 
confine ourselves to a second-order series approximation 
for ease of exposition. Since the first and second order 
partial derivatives are available using (37), we only need to 
obtain the cross partial derivatives, a2II'·1/ad,adi0, 0), 
where II'·1(d,, d1) is the EPV when activity i is delayed by d, 
and activity j is delayed by dr While obtaining the general 
expression for EPV when more than one activity is delayed 
is complex (see the appendix for the mathematical devel-
opment of delaying two activities), obtaining the cross par-
tial derivatives at 0 is relatively straightforward, since the 
only cash flows that affect the result are those associated 
with successors to both activities i and j. For example, if 
activity i is a predecessor of activity j, then taking deriva-
tives of (42) (see appendix), we have 
a
2
IId'·' (O, 0) = 77'(rl - Q')77~,(r/ - Q1)(PV~1 - PV1). 
ad, a , 
( 40) 
If activities j and k do not have a precedence relationship, 
then similar, but slightly more complicated, calculations 
are involved. We may then construct the Hessian matrix 
using (37) (for n = 2) and (40). We can furthermore 
restrict our attention to those activities with aIIj/adj(O) > 
0. Denote by <Jf' the collection of such activities; let VIlgp 
and V2Ilgp be the gradient and Hessian matrix, respec-
tively, for those activities in <Jf'. Then the vector dgp = 
-(V2Ilgp)- 1VIlgp maximizes the approximate EPV Tigp(dgp) 
= PV,
0 
+ dgp VIIgp + ~ d~V2IIgpdgp, and therefore may be 
taken as an approximation to the true optimum. 
A third heuristic is obtained by simply taking the opti-
mal delays for each activity, when considered individually, 
and delaying them all by that amount. We will term this 
heuristic the one-at-a-time, or lAAT, heuristic. 
11µ 1 = 3 months 
•1=20,000 
I/µ2 = 8 months 
•2 = 10,000 
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l/µ4 = 9 months 
•4=5000 
11µ3 = 2 months 
v3 = 50,000 0 R=l05,000 ,, 
1!µ5 = 3 months 
v5 =5000 
Figure 2. The five activity network. 
In the following section, we will present two comprehen-
sive examples that illustrate our methodology, including 
the above heuristic procedures. 
5. EXAMPLES 
5.1. Example 2: A Five Activity Network 
Consider a five-activity project with mean activity dura-
tions and costs as shown in Figure 2 and a continuous 
discount factor of r = 0.01 per month. The MPN for this 
network has 12 states, with the state transition diagram 
and the infinitesimal generator as shown in Figure 3 and 
Table II, respectively. The expected present value vector 
PV for the nondelayed MPN is shown in Table III. Note 
that the expected present value of the project without de-
lay is PV12 = $4181.31, since 12 is the initial state. By 
comparison, the present value of the project if all activities 
are deterministic at their respective means is $8011.33 
when all activities begin at their early start times and 
$10,012.70 when all activities begin at their latest start 
times. Note that, as expected, delaying the initiation of 
activities with free slack (i.e., activities 2 and 3) increases 
the (deterministic) present value of the project by about 
$2,000, or 25%. 
In order to decide which activities are candidates for 
delay, we examine aII{
0
(0)/ad for each activity j in Table 
IV. Clearly, activities 1 and 3 should be considered for 
delay, since in each case the positive sign of the first deriv-
ative indicates that expected present value is increased by 
delaying these activities. The remaining activities should 
not be delayed, by virtue of their negative first derivatives. 
In the following, we shall consider the effects of delaying 
activities 1 and 3 on the expected present value of the 
project, as described in Sections 3 and 4. 
Figure 3. State-transition diagram for the five activity 
network. 
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Table II 
The Infinitesimal Generator for the Five-activity Network 
12 12* 234 2*34 23*4 
12 -11/24 1/8 1/3 0 0 
12* 0 -1/3 0 1/3 0 
234 0 0 -53/72 1/8 1/2 
2*34 0 0 0 -11/18 0 
23*4 0 0 0 0 -17/72 
234* 0 0 0 0 0 
45 0 0 0 0 0 
2*34* 0 0 0 0 0 
23*4* 0 0 0 0 0 
4*5 0 0 0 0 0 
45* 0 0 0 0 0 
cf> 0 0 0 0 0 
Delay of Activity 1 
Part 1. '2ll1 = {12, 12*}. Since activity 1 is in the initial 
state, T!?n' = 0, PV1 = 0, and we skip to Part 2. 
Part 2. Plugging the parameters into (23), (25), and (29), 
we obtain: 
PV}z(d) = -9259.26 + 9259.26e - 0·135d. 
Part 3. Using (32): 
Fvf2(d) = 15,978.36e -o.oid - 11, 797.06e -o.rnd. 
Therefore, by (19), the expected present value of the 
project, corresponding to the initial state, 12, is: 
Tifz(d) = -9259.26 - 2537.80e -o.rnd 
+ 15,978.37e -o.oid. 
Table III 





























Derivatives for the Five-activity Network 
Activity j aITUO)/ild a211{ (0)/ild2 
1 182.819 -44.6535 
2 -224.632 -37.5072 
3 330.499 -51.4651 
4 -341.854 -41.7278 
5 -462.645 -42.9322 
234* 45 2*34* 23*4* 4*5 45* cf> 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1/9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1/2 1/9 0 0 0 0 
0 1/8 0 1/9 0 0 0 
-5/8 0 1/8 1/2 0 0 0 
0 -4/9 0 0 1/9 1/3 0 
0 0 -1/2 0 1/2 0 0 
0 0 0 -1/8 1/8 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -1/3 0 1/3 
0 0 0 0 0 -1/9 1/9 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Solving i1TI~ 2/ad = 0, we find that the optimal delay of 
activity 1 is dr = 6.102 with an expected present value 
of $4659.74. 
Using the derivatives in Table 4, the second-order ap-
proximation to TI1(d) is 4181.31 + 182.82d - 22.33d2. 
The approximate solution, obtained by solving the second-
order MacLaurin series (first heuristic), is Jr = -182.82/ 
( -44.65) = 4.094, which has an expected present value of 
$4617.92. Note that although the approximate delay differs 
from dr by about 33%, the corresponding present value 
has an error of only 0.9% in expected present value, a 
reflection of the flatness of the objective function in the 
neighborhood of the optimum. 
Delay of Activity 3 
Part 1. Since activity 3 is not in the initial state, we must 
start with PfP. We first have '21i 3 = {12, 12*} and '2ll3 = 
{234, 2*34, 234*, 2*34*}. Using Table 2 and (22) we get: 
PV3 = (-22,086.52). 
-19,417.48 
Part 2. Plugging into (23), (25), (29), we have: 
PV3(d) 
= (-11,043.77 + 6590.22e-0135d + 4453.55e-0·121d) 
-4453.55 + 4453.55e -O.IZid · 
Part 3. Plugging into (32) we have 
PV3(d) = ( 1492.61e-0·246d 
- l0,620.63e-0·135d - 9423.67e-0·121d + 44,819.51e-0·01d) 
-9423.67e-0.1Zld + 44,819.51e-0·01d · 
Thus, 
nr2(d) = -33,130.28 + 1492.61e-0·246d 
- 4030.41e 0 135d - 4970.12e-0·121d 
+ 44,819.51eO.Old. 
Solving alli2/ad = 0 numerically, we obtain the optimal 
delay of d; = 6.647 with TII2(d;} = $5232.63. 
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Table V 
Five-activity Network: Optimal and Heuristic Delays 
Activity Delay 
1 3 EPV 
0 Delay 4181.31 
Optimal 6.102 4659.74 
Single 6.647 5232.63 
Activity MacLaurin 4.094 4617.92 
Delay 6.422 5231.59 
Two Optimal 1.729 5.911 5253.24 
Activities MacLaurin 1.219 2.910 5024.51 
Delay lAAT 6.102 6.647 5053.67 
Again, using (38), we get the second-order MacLaurin 
series approximation 4181.31 + 330.50d - 25.73d2, which 
gives an approximate optimal delay of J; = 6.422 and an 
expected present value of $5231.59, a negligible difference 
from the optimal present value. 
Using ( 42) (see appendix) for delaying these two activi-
ties, we obtain 
n 1·3(d1, d3) = -9259.26 - 23,871.03e-0·01 d' 
+ 1492.61e-o.13sd, -0.246d1 
_ 4030.41e-0.135d1 -o.13sd, _ 4970 .12e-o.01d, - o.121d1 
+ 44,819.51e-o Old, - O.Old1. ( 41) 
Finding the maximum of (41) numerically, we obtain dr == 
1.729, d; = 5.911, with Il1•3(dr, d;) = $5253.24. 
Using the second-order MacLaurin series approximation 
for multiple delays (second heuristic) is 
4181.31 + 182.819d1 + 330.499d3 - 44.654d[ 
- 51.465d~ - 25.340d1d3, 
resulting in d'll' = (1.219, 2.910) and Il1·3(d'll') = $5024.51. 
Finally, if we evaluate Il1·3 at the lAAT values determined 
above (third heuristic), we obtain an EPV of $5053.67. 
These results are summarized in Table V. 
5.1.1. Positive Cash Flows on Nodes. As discussed in 
subsection 2.4, our approach to modeling cash flows is 
general enough to incorporate cash flows on nodes, includ-
ing intermediate progress payments. To illustrate this gen-
erality for the five-activity network, let there be a progress 
payment of $28,035 when activities 2 and 3 are completed, 
and a final payment of $75,000 upon completion of the 
project. This intermediate cash flow results in the same 
EPV for the project without delay as the MPN above with 
a single payment at the end. To modify the model as de-
scribed in subsection 2.4, set m 1 = { 2, 3}, m2 = { 4, 5}, 
Ri = 28,035, and R2 = 75,000. Using (18) and (7), we 
obtain an EPV of $4,181.31, identical with the EPV with 
no delay using the original cash flows. We can then use the 
formulas in Sections 3 and 4 to obtain the derivatives and 
the EPV with delays. 
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Figure 4. The 25 activity network. The bold arrows are the 
critical activities in the deterministic network. 
The derivatives show that activities 1 and 3 are again can-
didates for delay. When only activity 1 is delayed, the op-
timal delay is dr = 7.033, with EPV of $4859.73, and when 
only activity 3 is delayed, the optimal amount is d; = 5.371 
with EPV of $4862.88. The global optimum is dr = 4.570, 
d; = 3.143 with an EPV of $5007.68. The progress pay-
ment has the effect of decreasing the optimal delay of 
activity 3 and increasing the optimal delay of activity 1 with 
respect to the original MPN without the progress payment. 
Note further that the progress payment has the effect of 
reducing the improvement in EPV that is achievable with 
delay from $5253.24 to $5007.68. 
5.2. Example 3: A 25-activity Network 
We next consider the 25-activity network shown in Figure 
4, with costs and mean activity durations in Table VI. The 
usual CPM analysis on the deterministic version of the 
Table VI 





Duration Cost ( 1)) 
Activity j (1/µJ) x 1000 arr, (O)Jad1 a2rr,.(O)/ad} 
1 19 36 -350.92 -29.32 
2 7 48 418.45 -34.77 
3 20 15 -105.29 -17.10 
4 18 42 -653.44 -26.30 
5 18 27 -293.04 -26.49 
6 10 39 262.89 -10.16 
7 8 12 -230.29 -15.85 
8 14 36 -927.00 -49.39 
9 11 10 -324.97 -35.58 
10 15 15 -207.46 -20.47 
11 9 25 -1348.76 -53.38 
12 12 25 -179.27 -26.58 
13 17 42 -1981.10 -46.37 
14 4 48 119.45 -30.27 
15 10 31 -2222.09 -64.79 
16 8 26 -232.97 -42.81 
17 19 24 -2226.17 -58.36 
18 16 48 -530.36 -44.46 
19 17 11 -2245.52 -69.29 
20 2 16 -116.30 -25.19 
21 9 36 -274.77 -43.08 
22 12 37 -2482.54 -87.81 
23 8 24 -478.92 -67.64 
24 10 27 -165.51 -24.69 
25 12 41 -2946.51 -58.63 
R = 1,900,000 
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network reveals that the critical path is 1-4-8-11-13-15-17-
19-22-25, as indicated by the bold arrows in Figure 4. The 
activities which should be delayed are 2, 3, 6, 9, 10, 12, 14, 
16, 18, 20, 21, and 23. Observe that activities 5 and 24 have 
slack, but are not considered delayed, due to the delay of 
predecessor activities. The NPV without delay for the de-
terministic network is $46,135.87, and the NPV with all 
activities at their respective latest start times is $89,849.87, 
an increase of approximately 94%. Unfortunately, the sto-
chastic network does not allow for such dramatic improve-
ments in the net present value. 
The MPN for this network has 175 states, substantially 
more than the 12 states of the five activity network. Applying 
the non-delay analysis, we obtain an PV = $3776.12, much 
less than the deterministic NPV. The derivatives of II;
0 
with 
respect to delay are shown in Table VI, indicating that 
activities 2, 6, and 14 are candidates for delay. Note that in 
this stochastic network only a fraction of the number of 
activities should be delayed than in the deterministic case. 
However, in this case, all three candidates for delay in the 
stochastic network are also candidates in the deterministic 
network. 
Table VII shows the optimal and heuristic delays for 
one-at-a-time, two-at-a-time, and joint optimal (three-at-a-
time) delays. Delaying either activity 2 or activity 6 by itself 
produces significant improvement in EPV, whereas delay-
ing activity 14 by itself improves EPV only marginally. There 
is substantial improvement over the single activity delays 
when activities 2 and 6 are delayed together, but delaying 
activity 14 in addition to activity 2 or activity 6 does not 
improve EPV by much. The joint optimum was obtained 
by an easy modification of the two-at-a-time delay, and is 
only slightly better than delaying activities 2 and 6 to-
gether. Table VII also shows how the lAA T heuristic for 
multiple activities performs when compared with the two-
at-a-time and the global optimum. In this case, the heuris-
tic performed better than any of the lAAT optimal delays 
and better than two out of three of the two-at-a-time opti-
mal delays. If we combine the two-at-a-time delay of activ-
ities 2 and 6 with the optimal delay for activity 14 alone, 
the result is nearly the joint optimal solution. 
The second-order MacLaurin series approximation to 
multiple delays is 
3776.12 + 418.45d2 + 262.88d6 + 119.45d14 
- 34.77d'#_ - 10.16dt - 30.27df4 - 6.97d2d6 
- 0.36d2d14 - 0.07d6d]4, 
and the resulting delays are shown in Table VII. Here, it 
does better than lAAT, obtaining nearly 96% of the opti-
mal value. 
5.3. Discussion 
The two examples presented above illustrate several qual-
itative differences between deterministic and stochastic 
models of a project. For deterministic models without in-
termediate positive cash flows, activities with negative cash 
Table VII 
25-activity Network: Optimal and Heuristic Delays 
Activity Delay 
2 6 14 EPV 
0 Delay 3776.12 
12.240 6294.25 
Optimal 15.360 6098.41 
Single 2.956 3967.20 
Activity 12.104 6293.60 
Delay Maclaurin 25.874 4541.06 
3.946 3941.62 
9.444 10.261 7289.79 
Optimal 12.214 2.967 6477.11 
15.333 2.920 6283.36 
Two 4.889 11.259 6992.63 
Activities Maclaurin 6.008 1.937 5820.39 
Delay 12.930 1.958 6190.66 
12.240 15.360 6645.33 
lAAT 12.240 2.956 6477.09 
15.360 2.956 6283.32 
Three Optimal 9.421 10.244 2.935 7470.04 
Activities lAAT 12.240 15.360 2.956 6818.27 
Delay Mac Laurin 4.879 11.256 1.931 7151.33 
flows should be delayed as much as possible (by the 
amount of their free slack) and activities on the critical 
path should never be delayed. Here, we use the term "crit-
ical" to mean an activity that is on the critical path for the 
deterministic version of the network, with each activity 
duration equal to its mean value. On the other hand, in 
the five-activity example, activity 1 is on the critical path 
of the deterministic network, and thus should not be de-
layed in that scenario, yet activity 1 is delayed in the opti-
mal solution to the MPN version. Also note that activity 2 
has free slack in the deterministic network, but is not be 
delayed in the MPN version. 
Another qualitative difference arises from consideration 
of the 25-activity example. While the deterministic net-
work has 12 activities that should be delayed, only three 
are delayed in the stochastic version. This suggests that in 
stochastic networks the set of activities that may be profit-
ably delayed is substantially smaller in a stochastic project 
network than in the corresponding deterministic network. 
Since large networks tend to have many activities with 
slack, a deterministic analysis may therefore tend to pro-
duce schedules with unprofitable delays if the actual net-
work is stochastic. 
Indeed, the very concept of "slack" becomes nebulous in 
stochastic networks. In deterministic networks, any activity 
may be delayed up to the amount of its slack, as determined 
from the usual CPM calculations, without delaying the com-
pletion time of the project. On the other hand, delaying an 
activity in a stochastic network may result in delaying the 
expected completion time of the project, even if the activ-
ity has slack in the deterministic version of the network. 
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Table VIII 
Five-activity Network: Monte Carlo Simulation Results 
Using Beta Activity Durations with CV = 0.5 
Delays Estimated EPV 
di d3 Symmetric Asymmetric 
0 Delay 0.000 0.000 6057.59 6119.29 
MPN-Opt. 1.729 5.911 7620.53 7507.80 
lAAT 6.102 6.647 6926.72 6880.60 
MacLaurin 1.219 2.910 7174.82 7197.61 
1.556 5.320 7532.79 7533.29 
±10% 1.556 6.502 7555.58 7451.04 
of MPN-Opt 1.902 5.320 7521.75 7490.14 
1.902 6.502 7530.24 7443.33 
1.383 4.729 7510.47 7493.80 
±20% 1.383 7.093 7554.75 7438.70 
of MPN-Opt 2.075 4.729 7498.13 7441.93 
2.075 7.093 7456.92 7389.05 
Thus, delaying stochastic activities reduces the expected 
present value of the project revenue, introducing a tradeoff 
that is not present in deterministic networks. 
6. ROBUSTNESS OF THE MPN SOLUTION 
The MPN model we have studied assumes that the activity 
durations are exponentially distributed. In this section we 
use Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate the robustness of 
the optimal delays with respect to this assumption. We 
analyzed the five- and the 25-activity networks with activity 
durations having Beta probability distributions and the 
same means as in the corresponding MPN projects of 
Section 5. The Beta distribution has been used by many re-
searchers in project networks going back to the early work on 
PERT (Malcolm et al. 1959). Since the coefficient of vari-
ation ( cv) of the exponential distribution is equal to 1, 
considered by some researchers to be high, we used a cv of 
0.5 for these simulations. We thereby tested the efficacy 
of our results in networks with lower levels of variability. 
We considered both symmetric (a = /3 = 1.5) and asym-
metric (a = 2.22, /3 = 4.0) versions of the Beta distribution. 
The starting point of our experiments is the delays that 
are optimal for the MPN, which we term the MPN-optimal 
delays. To determine the sensitivity of the expected 
present value in a neighborhood of the MPN-optimal de-
lays, we tested each activity at ±10% and ±20% of the 
MPN-optimal delays. Monte Carlo simulations were used 
to obtain estimates of EPV for each scenario by generating 
each activity duration according to the prescribed distribu-
tion and calculating the present value. Each estimate of EPV, 
as reported in Tables VIII and IX, is the average of 10,000 
replications of this procedure. For completeness, we also 
estimated EPV for 0 delay and for the delays resulting 
from the lAAT and multiple-activity MacLaurin heuristics 
described in Section 4. 
The simulation results for the five-activity network are 
shown in Table 8. The estimated EPVs are substantially 
higher than for the MPN scenario, which is not surprising 
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Table IX 
25-activity Network: Monte Carlo Simulation Results 
Using Beta Activity Durations with CV = 0.5 
Delays Estimated EPV 
dz d6 d14 Symmetric Asymmetric 
0 Delay 0.000 0.000 0.000 40,570.32 41,250.16 
MPN-Opt. 9.421 10.244 2.935 46,184.37 46,862.01 
lAAT 12.240 15.360 2.956 45,456.62 47,088.52 
MacLaurin 4.879 11.256 1.931 45,560.92 46,234.69 
8.479 9.220 2.641 45,128.32 46,186.79 
8.479 9.220 3.229 45,971.26 47,733.53 
8.479 11.269 2.641 46,165.00 47,515.76 
±10% 8.479 11.269 3.229 46,778.03 47,302.94 
of MPN-Opt 10.363 9.220 2.641 46,183.53 46,896.79 
10.363 9.220 3.229 44,298.41 46,964.74 
10.363 11.269 2.641 46,202.56 47,926.88 
10.363 11.269 3.229 45,992.46 47,038.69 
7.537 8.195 2.348 45,814.26 45,585.44 
7.537 8.195 3.521 46,819.40 45,297.10 
7.537 12.293 2.348 45,911.86 48,221.99 
±20% 7.537 12.293 3.521 46,406.35 46,990.95 
of MPN-Opt 11.305 8.195 2.348 44,753.57 45,704.65 
11.305 8.195 3.521 45,042.04 47,075.54 
11.305 12.293 2.348 45,729.43 46,004.68 
11.305 12.293 3.521 46,374.37 46,733.89 
because of the lower cv. The improvement of the MPN-op-
timal solution over the zero delay case is 26% for the sym-
metric Beta and 23% for the asymmetric Beta, much greater 
than for the MPN scenario for which the improvement was 
about 9%. The lAAT and MacLaurin heuristics gave EPV's 
of 90% and 94%, respectively, of those of the MPN-
optimal delays. In the sensitivity runs that varied the 
MPN-optimal delays, only one case had higher estimated 
EPV than the MPN-optimal solution (d1 = 1.556, d3 = 
5.320 for the asymmetric Beta), but only by 0.3%. Since 
both the probability distribution and the cv are different 
from the MPN case, and since the Monte Carlo simula-
tions only provide estimates of EPV, it is not surprising 
that the MPN-optimal solution does not always have the 
largest EPV. 
The results of the 25-activity network simulations are 
shown in Table IX, and also demonstrate the robustness 
of the MPN-optimal solution. The improvement in EPV 
from the 0 delay to the MPN-optimal is about 13.7% for 
both symmetric and asymmetric Beta distributions. Like 
the five-activity network simulations, the estimated EPV 
is relatively insensitive to small deviations from the MPN-
optimal solution. The maximum deviations from the 
MPN-optimal delays are 2.3% for symmetric and 3% for 
asymmetric Beta distributions. The heuristics performed 
better in this case than in the five-activity network, suggest-
ing that they may be very useful for analyzing larger 
networks. 
These results provide evidence for the robustness of the 
MPN-optimal solution. In both networks, despite the vio-
lation of the MPN assumptions (nonexponential distribu-
tions and substantially smaller cv), the MPN-optimal 
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solutions provided significant improvement over the no-
delay scenario. Furthermore, simulation results in the re-
gion of the MPN-optimal solutions show that the MPN-
optimal solution is a very good one, since the objective 
function is relatively flat in the neighborhood. These exam-
ples provide evidence that the MPN model is a good ap-
proximation for projects with stochastic activity durations, 
and produces delays that are very effective in improving 
EPV, even when distributional assumptions of the MPN 
are violated. More extensive simulation experiments are 
needed to provide further validation of robustness of the 
MPN model. Such a study is beyond the scope of this paper. 
7. SUMMARY AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
This paper is a first attempt at studying the effects of 
delaying activities on the expected present value of a 
project with stochastic activity durations. Our model allows 
the project scheduler to identify which activities should be 
delayed and, for those activities, the optimal amount which 
they should be delayed. Moreover, our approach to cash 
flows allows much greater flexibility than those currently in 
the literature. Finally, we have demonstrated the robust-
ness of our model with a Monte Carlo simulation study. 
Our model uncovers a number of qualitative differences 
between deterministic and stochastic models of the same 
project. For example, candidates for delay in the stochastic 
model may be on the critical path of the deterministic 
version of the network, whereas in the deterministic net-
work, only slack activities are candidates for delay. Thus, 
in a stochastic setting, the focus shifts from emphasizing 
the critical path to a more complex tradeoff between activ-
ity durations and cash flows. Our model provides a tool for 
accomplishing this tradeoff. We have also provided three 
heuristic procedures for the delay problem. These heuris-
tics perform well for our examples, but a comprehensive 
study of their effectiveness, as well as the development of 
more heuristics, is left for future research. One potential 
drawback to the MPN model is that the size of the state 
space can grow exponentially in the size of the network 
(see Kulkarni and Adlakha). Methods of decomposing the 
project network may prove useful in reducing the effective 
size of a large project to ones that are more manageable. 
In this paper we have focused primarily on the prob-
lem of delaying one activity, and have analyzed delaying 
several activities at once only for situations in which the 
delayed activities are in a strict precedence relationship. 
Future research will focus on the general problem of de-
laying multiple activities. In this study we have also as-
sumed a static environment to the delay decision in that it 
must be made at the onset of the project. Such a scenario 
may be typical of situations in which contracts and suppli-
ers must be settled well in advance of their activities. How-
ever, there may be conditions where activities can be 
delayed in a dynamic fashion as the project progresses. In 
such a case, decisions of delay could take place whenever 
we switch from one state of the MPN to another state. The 
derivatives obtained in Section 4 may be used to determine 
the activities which should be delayed for each state. In 
any state, an activity with a negative derivative should be 
delayed until at least one activity is completed and a new 
state determined. Note that the equations for the deriva-
tives allow us to compute the derivatives for each activity 
in every state, and hence this dynamic approach would 
require essentially no additional computational effort. Sim-
ilarly, in a resource-constrained setting the derivatives can 
be used to prioritize activities, thus providing the basis for 
heuristic to the stochastic problem. 
APPENDIX 
DELAY OF MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES 
In this appendix we derive the expected present value 
TI'·j(d;, d1) when two activities, i and j, are delayed. We will 
confine ourselves to the case in which there are no states 
in which both i and j are active (i.e., CZIJ' n CZIJ' = 0); the 
other cases follow in a similar manner. Assume, without 
loss of generality, that activity i precedes activity j (i < j). 
The expected present value when both i and j are delayed 
by d, and dj, respectively, may be determined by dividing 
the duration of the project into time intervals [ T'2ll' + dj, 
T q,], [ T'2JJJ, T'21J! + dj], [ T'2JJ' + d;, T'21J! ], [ T'2ll'• T'2JJ' + d,], and [O, 
T'2JJ•]. 
Interval [T'2ll' + dj, Tq,]: The expected value of cash flows 
in this interval, discounted to time T'2ll' + d1, is PV'2ll'• fol-
lowing the reasoning of Part 3 in Section 4. 
Interval [ T'2ll'• T'2ll' + d1]: The expected value of cash flows in 
this interval, discounted to time T'2ll' is (I - e-rd/f'1(d1))PV', as 
in Part 2 of Section 4. Adding the cash flows in the interval 
[ T'2ll' + dj, T q,], the expected values of cash flows after time 
- rd -
T'2ll'• discounted to time T'2ll'• are PV1 + e- 'P'(d)(PV'!IJ, 
-PVi). 
Interval [ T'2ll' + d,, T'2lli]: The expected value of cash flows 
in this interval, discounted to time T'2ll' + d,, is P0'2ll'• which 
is defined to be PVj restricted to states in CZ/J;. Adding the 
discounted cash flows in the intervals [ T'2ll' + dj, T q,] and 
[ T'2ll'• T'2ll' + dj], we obtain 
PV~, + T/~ ,{PV1 + e -rd, P1 (d1 )(PV '!!Ji - PV1)} 
as the expected value of cash flows after time T'2ll' + d;, 
discounted to time T'2ll' + d,. In this expression, T/1'2ll' is T/' 
restricted to CZJJ;. 
Interval [ T'2ll'• T'2ll' + d,]: Again, following the reasoning of 
Part 2 of Section 4, the expected value of cash flows in this 
interval is (I - e-rd,P'(d;))PV'. Discounting the cash flows 
in the intervals above, we obtain 
PV' + e-rd,f'i(d,){PV"1ii, + T/"1ii.PV1 -PV' 
+ T/"1ii ,e -rd, P' (d1 )(PV '!!Ji - PVi)} 
as the expected cash flows after time T'2ll'• discounted to 
time T'2ll" 
Interval [O, T'2ll•]: Again, following Part 1 of Section 4, the 
expected value of cash flows in this interval, discounted to 
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time 0, is PV'. Discounting the above cash flows to time 0 
and adding, we finally obtain the expected present value at 
the start of the project when activity i is delayed by d, and 
activity j is delayed by d/ 
Il'·1(d;, d1 ) = PV' + 71 1PV1 + e-'d'71 1P'(d,){PV~. 
+ 71~.PVJ - PV' + e -rd, 71~.Pl(d1 )(PV '2/Ji - PVl)}. ( 42) 
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